ESTES HILLS ELEMENTARY AGE: -Did language grow from gestures? That is, was using the hands, arms, or head to communicate a step toward the development of language? We studied gestures and symbols used by a chimpanzee, a bonobo, and a human child who were all taught to use symbols. A symbol can be visual or spoken; the important thing is that it means something. The apes' symbols were pictures called lexigrams; the child's symbols were spoken words. The chimpanzee, bonobo, and human child used many of the same gestures. They used gestures when they were young and later added symbols. The child used her voice while gesturing more than the apes did. Our study shows that the ancestor of humans, chimpanzees and bonobos probably used gestures to communicate. Our study also shows that putting sounds and gestures together was an important skill that early humans could build on to create language over thousands of years.
The Tree of Life. Image created by David Shane Smith. The Tree of Life is a map of the types of animals and other living beings in the world. Each branch of the Tree of Life represents a species. Species that are similar to each other, such as reptiles, dinosaurs and birds, or other apes and humans, are close together on the Tree of Life. Beings on the higher branches came into being after beings on the lower branches, who are their ancestors.
The question of how languages came into being is hard to study, because old languages do not leave skeletons behind. Luckily, baby apes hold clues about the history of language. Apes are like monkeys, but larger and without tails. Humans, chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, orangutans, and gibbons are all apes. Each type of ape is a species.
SPECIES
A group of animals that are similar enough to each other that they can mate and create o spring.
Animals from the same species can make babies together. The other apes are closely related to people on what biologists call the Tree of Life. This Tree of Life is not a real tree. It is a map of the types of animals and other living beings in the world. The Tree of Life has so many branches on it that it looks like a tree. Each branch of the Tree of Life represents a species. Species that are similar to each other, such as dogs and wolves, deer and elk, sun fish, cat fish and gold fish, polar bears and grizzly bears, are close together on the Tree of Life. Creatures on the higher branches came into being after creatures on the lower branches, who are their ancestors (see Figure ) . The process by which a species changes over time and a new species comes into being is called evolution.
Humans and the other apes share an ancestor, which means that if you follow the branches of the generations of parents of humans and other apes back far enough, you come to the same animal (our shared ancestor). Humans are more like chimpanzees and bonobos than they are like the other apes, so they are closer on the Tree of Life. The three species-humans, chimpanzees, and bonobos-share an ancestor. Humans became a di erent species from bonobos and chimpanzees -million years ago. Bonobos and chimpanzees continued to become what they now are even after humans branched o from them. Chimpanzees and bonobos have also changed over millions of years, but in their own ways.
We can study the behavior of animals that are alive now in order to learn about the likely behavior of their ancestors. If all of the species in a branch of the tree of life can learn a skill, they probably inherited that skill from their shared ancestor. If only one species in a branch can learn a skill, the shared ancestor probably was not able to learn that skill. Instead, that one species probably developed the skill after growing apart from the other species in that branch.
Some people think humans are the only animals who can learn language. For example, many people have dogs and they know that a dog can learn to follow many commands. But following commands is not language. People use language to tell other people about things (for example, "The sky is blue." Or "The fire needs more wood.") People usually do not tell their dog such things because dogs communicate, but they do not use language like humans do. But we think that other animals, especially those that are closer to us on the Tree of Life, can learn simple language if they grow up in a home where others use language, and expect them to use language, like human children do. We think that the ancestor of humans, chimpanzees, and bonobos probably used gestures to learn language. Gestures are movements 
WHY DO WE THINK LANGUAGE GREW FROM GESTURES?
The idea that language grew from gestures is known as the gestural theory of language evolution [ ]. It is an old idea. We think that
LANGUAGE EVOLUTION
The gradual development of human language over time.
language grew from gestures because non-human apes use gestures more flexibly than they use sounds [ ]. For many years, researchers tried to teach non-human apes to speak using their mouths. In , a researcher taught a young chimpanzee, Moses, to say "feu" (fire in French) but Moses could not learn to say it clearly. In , another researcher named William Furness tried to teach four young apes to speak. After a lot of training, one ape learned to say "cup" and "papa." But she only learned a few words. Over the next years, more researchers tried to teach apes to speak by raising them with humans, but these apes only learned to speak a few words. They had great di culty speaking words. But researchers thought that they might be able to understand many more words than they could say. In , two researchers named Beatrice and Alan Gardner adopted a baby chimpanzee, Washoe [ ]. They thought that apes might not be able to speak very well because humans have more control of the parts of the body that we use to speak than apes do. Maybe, they thought, apes could do better with sign language. Like deaf human children, Washoe learned American Sign Language by playing with her caregivers and signing about the things they did. By the time she was years old, Washoe could make around signs! Each sign had a meaning, just like a spoken word. This was MANY more symbols than apes who had been taught to speak with their mouths SYMBOLS Things like words or sign language signs that stand for something else and do not need to look or sound like the thing they stand for.
had learned.
But chimpanzees have di erent types of hands than humans, which can make sign language hard for them. So, another researcher, Duane Rumbaugh, created a brand-new language for apes to use. Sign language and spoken language both use symbols, which stand for something but do not need to look or sound like the thing they stand for. Duane Rumbaugh created picture symbols (called lexigrams).
LEXIGRAM
Visual symbols that have a meaning and do not look like the things they stand for just like words do not need to look or sound like the thing they stand for.
Each lexigram had a meaning-it stood for a word, like "apple" or "go." Lexigrams were designed to look di erent from each other and di erent from the thing they stood for. For example, the apple lexigram was not a picture of an apple, but a rectangle with a circle and a dot (Figure ) . It was important that the lexigrams not look like the thing they stood for so they would be symbols instead of just pictures. Symbols are given their meanings by the creatures who use them, rather than by how they look or sound. For example, the words feu and fire mean the same thing, but di erent groups of people use di erent words to describe fire. Apes could point to lexigrams to express themselves. They could also understand the people around them when the humans talked with their mouths or pointed to lexigrams, too. Our study [ ] included a member of each of three species: a chimpanzee, Panpanzee, a bonobo, Panbanisha, and a child, GN. They were all girls. Panpanzee and Panbanisha grew up together in a home in a forest. They spent a lot of time playing with human caregivers, visiting apes who lived nearby, and traveling through the woods around their house looking for food. The apes and their caregivers used lexigrams, gestures, and speech (the apes listened but did not speak) to communicate about where they wanted to go and what they wanted to do. By communicating with the apes about things that mattered to them, the researchers helped the apes see that language is useful. Like human children, apes learn language best when they use it to communicate about things they care about with people they care about. These apes learned many ways of using language that people had thought only humans could learn, like putting symbols together to communicate new ideas [ ], talking about things that are not around, and even lying!
WHAT DID OUR STUDY SHOW?
Luckily, researchers had video-taped Panbanisha, Panpanzee, and GN as they grew up. That meant we could look for and count di erent kinds of gestures that the apes and the child used while growing up. First, we had to define the gestures. For example, reaching is when an ape or human holds out their hand and pointing is when they point their finger toward something. into numbers they can compare. We coded videos of the apes and the human from when they first used one symbol to when they started putting symbols together (starting at around year of age and going to months for GN or months for Panbanisha and Panpanzee).
Our coding showed that Panbanisha, Panpanzee, and GN used many of the same gestures (see Figures , ) . In Figure , you can see that GN used some gestures that the apes did not, like "show" and "open." The human child also used symbols and pointed with her finger more than the apes did. The apes reached toward things they were interested in with their whole hand more than GN did. The apes and human all gestured about things in their world before they learned to communicate about them with symbols. The ape symbols were lexigrams; the human child's symbols were spoken words. All three used symbols more as they grew. Only the human child learned to use symbols more often than gestures.
WHAT DO THESE FINDINGS TELL US?
If you think that our findings support the gestural theory of language evolution, you are right! These findings tell us that the ancestor of chimpanzees, bonobos and humans probably used gestures to communicate. Our findings also provide support for a theory we did not expect: that language evolved from both gestures and sounds (which we call the multimodal theory of language evolution). The
MULTIMODAL COMMUNICATION
Using more than one way of communicating at once, like gestures and the voice together.
human used her voice while gesturing much more often than the apes did. Our study showed that putting sounds and gestures together (for example, pointing at a cookie and saying "eat") was an important skill that early humans could build on to create language over thousands of years.
Over a century of ape language research has provided evidence that the ancestor of humans, chimpanzees, and bonobos used gestures to build language [ ]. Ape language research shows that apes can kids.frontiersin.org May | Volume | Article | learn many ways of using language that people once thought only humans could learn. Our study added to research that came before it by finding evidence that language grew from the hands and mouths of our ape ancestors.
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